J K Bank Clerk Quant Tips - Effective
Strategy to Crack Written Exam 2018!
Jammu and Kashmir Bank recently released a recruitment drive for clerical posts. The
recruitment drive is being conducted for 1200+ vacancies. To ace the exam you need to
be well prepared. To help you with your preparations, we are providing you with the J K
Bank Clerk Quant Tips. Read the article to gear up your preparation for J K Bank
Clerk Exam.
J & K Bank Recruitment Overview
1 J&K Bank Full Form Jammu and Kashmir Bank
2 Exam Level

National

3 Post

PO & Clerk

4 Number of Vacancies PO - 250; Clerk - 1200
5 Selection Procedure Prelims/Mains (Online Test)

J K Bank Clerk Quant Tips - Topic Wise Weightage
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Topic

Weightage

Simplification

10 Qs

Average

1Q

Percentage

1Q

Ratio and Proportion

1Q

Mixture Problems

0-1 Q

Algebra

1-5 Qs

Profit and Loss

1-3 Qs

Interest

1-2 Qs

Speed, Time and Distance 2-3 Qs
Time and Work

1-2 Qs

Mensuration

0-1 Qs

Probability

1Q

Data Interpretation

5-10 Qs

J K Bank Clerk Quant Tips - Topic Wise Preparation Tips
1.Simplification




You can solve this section easily with the right approach.
As the questions are calculative, you just need to practice to make your
calculations faster.
Also, go through Simplification using BODMAS rule.

2. Average




This is an easy section and mostly the questions asked are the daily life
word problems.
If you practice the different types of questions, this can be your trump card.
Enhance your concepts and understanding by attempting Quiz 1, Quiz 2

3. Percentage




Percentage is a topic, everyone is quite familiar with irrespective of a Maths
background.
It can easily earn you marks if you go well prepared.
Practice by attempting these Quiz 1, Quiz 2
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4. Ratio and Proportion



Practice as many questions as you can to ace this topic.
Attempt the quiz Ratio and Proportion Quiz 1 to gear up your preparation.

5. Mixture Problems




Try solving these types of questions using line diagrams.
Be very careful while solving these questions, especially with the units.
Attempt the quiz Mixture Problem Quiz 1 .

6. Algebra



You can easily score well in these questions.
Try attempting good amount of questions Algebra Quiz 1, Polynomials

7. Profit and Loss




This topic needs a lot of practice and a clarity of concepts.
Make a formulae list while preparing and also try using short tricks wherever it is
possible.
Attempt quizzes Profit & Loss Quiz 1, Profit and Loss Quiz 2

8. Interest




This topic again needs brushing up of basic concepts.
Make a formulae list while preparing ao that you can revisit them before
appearing for the exam.
Go through these articles and quizzes: How to Quickly solve SI
problems, Solving Simple Interest at Different Rates, Quickest way to
solve Compound Interest Problems, Interest Quiz 1, Interest Quiz 2.

9. Speed, Time and Distance



These questions can be both easy as well as difficult, you need to be well prepared
with both the types.
Try using short tricks to solve such questions.
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Refer this article to learn how to calculate Average Speed How to Calculate
Average Speed

10. Time and Work




This topic can have a variety of question like - pipes and cisterns, efficiency etc.
So practice well all the varieties.
Be clear with the concept and relation between time, work and efficiency. Only
then you can solve these questions easily.
Go through these articles - Shortcuts to solve Time and Work
problems, Time & Work Problems of PO level

11. Mensuration




Be very careful while attempting such questions, these involve more of the
calculative part.
Also, check the units while solving mensuration problems.
Go through these articles and quiz Quickest ways to solve Mensuration
problems, Mensuration Quiz 1

12. Probability




This topic can prove to be helpful for you if you are well prepared.
Try practicing as many questions as you can to give a boost to your preparation.
Read the article on Probability

13. Data Interpretation




Data Interpretation questions need a good analysis before solving, so be sure you
are careful with it.
Practice all types of questions so you get a good practice of solving all types of
graphs.
How to Quickly solve Maximum-Minimum Problems in DI, Shortcuts
to solve Missing Data Number Problems, How to Quickly solve Line
Graph Problems

J K Bank Clerk Quant Tips - General Preparation Tips
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Understand the Syllabus - Know the syllabus and exam pattern in and out.
Go through the entire syllabus and understand each topic well.
Follow Time Table & Study Plan - Count the days left in the exam & divide
the syllabus among the days. Spend ample time on each subject.
Balancing Speed & Accuracy - Make sure you are solving all the questions
with speed and accuracy. Don't forget to glance at your answers before
submitting.
Attempt Mock Test - Attempt Mock Tests and solve previous year papers, this
will help you get familiar with all kinds of questions, exam pattern, and difficulty
level.
Time management - It is very crucial. Since you have to solve 150 questions in
120 minutes, therefore, make the most of your time.

We hope this article on J K Bank Clerk Quant Tips was helpful to you. Now that you
know how to prepare for the Quant Section, you can read about the J & K Bank Exam by
clicking on the links given below!

J K Bank Clerk Recruitment JK Best Books to Refer
Syllabus for J K Bank Clerk J K Bank English Tips
As we all know, practice is the key to success. Therefore, boost your preparation by
starting your practice now.

Solve Practice Questions for Free
Furthermore, chat with your fellow aspirants and our experts about J K Bank Clerk
Quant Tips to get your doubts cleared on Testbook Discuss.

Go to Testbook Discuss!
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